Abstract Increasing complexity and modularity of today's WSAN applications impose demanding challenges on the system design. This especially affects real-time operation, resource sharing and dynamic memory management. Preemptive task systems are one way to retain good reactivity within dynamic environments. Yet, since memory is often too rare for static assignment, this rapidly leads to severe compositional problems among tasks with interfering and even varying requirements. We present our novel CoMem approach for maintaining high reactivity and efficient memory usage in such systems. With respect to task priorities and the typically limited resources of sensor nodes, we facilitate compositional software design by providing independently developed tasks with runtime information for yet collaborative and self-reflective memory sharing. Thereby, we require no special hardware-support like MMUs but operate entirely software-based.
Introduction
The ever increasing size, pervasiveness and demands on today's wireless sensor/actor networks (WSAN) significantly boost the complexity of the underlying nodes. Thus, modular hardware and software concepts (e.g. service oriented programming abstractions (Khedo and Subramanian 2009) and fine grained code updates (Dunkels et al. 2004) ) are more and more used to manage both the design and operation of these embedded systems. Then, adequate interaction between the modules is essential to handle typical compositional problems like task scheduling, resource sharing or even real-time operation (Leep et al. 2007) . In this respect, we find that current WSAN research is still too limited to static design concepts. As already stated in Buttazzo (2007) , next generation embedded systems will be more frequently used as reactive real-time platforms in highly dynamic environments. Here, the true system load varies considerably and can hardly be predicted during development. Then, preemptive and prioritized tasks are required for fast response on various (sporadic and periodic) events but further complicate memory management and reactivity. This is especially true for open systems where real-time and non real-time tasks coexist in order to reduce hardware overhead, energy issues and deployment effort.
In this paper we present our novel CoMem approach for collaborative heap memory sharing and real-time operation within preemptive operating systems. It improves compositional software design by providing independently implemented tasks with information about their current influence on each other. In our opinion, the central weakness of all memory management approaches we found so far is, that tasks are not aware of their (varying) impact on the remaining system, and thus cannot collaborate adequately. In this respect, CoMem follows classic reflection concepts (Audsley et al. 2006; Stankovic and Ramamritham 1995) , and introduces a new policy into software and operating systems, by which programs can become 'self-aware' and change their behavior according to their own current requirements and the system's demands. As often suggested, we take advantage of the resource and memory manager's enormous runtime knowledge about each task's current requirements. This information is carefully selected and forwarded to exactly those tasks, which currently block the execution of more relevant tasks. By creating a bidirectional communication link between the memory manager and the tasks, passing these so called hints allows blocking tasks to adapt to the current memory demands and finally to contribute to the system's overall progress, reactivity, and stability. In this collaborative manner, CoMem also accounts for task priorities as defined by the developer. For hard real-time (RT) constraints, the allocation time can be bounded by using a special RT memory layout. Nevertheless, the decision between following or ignoring a hint is always made by each task autonomously and dynamically at runtime, e.g. by use of appropriate time-utility-functions (Li et al. 2004) . Finally, CoMem is not limited to embedded systems and the WSAN domain, but can be applied to real-time operation in general.
This contribution represents an extension to Baunach (2010b) and Baunach (2010c) , and is organized as follows: Initially, we'll review some related techniques from existing work before details about our new approach will form the central part of this paper. An exemplary implementation of CoMem will show that-despite of the problem's complexity-it is efficiently applicable even for low performance devices like sensor nodes. Therefore, we will also present some application examples and the impact on the programming model before performance results from real-world test beds close this paper.
Related work and feature requests
Dynamic memory management is subject to intense research efforts, and plays an important role in current software design (Min et al. 2007; Michael 2004; Masmano et al. 2008; Teng et al. 2008 ). Yet, most concepts limit their focus on developing an allocator, which assigns the available heap space in a way to reject as few requests as possible in spite of high dynamics and frequent (de)allocations. Unfortunately, heap methods suffer from some inherent flaws, stemming entirely from fragmentation. For multitasking systems in particular, there is a lack of scalability due to the competition for shared heap space. Thus, a good allocator should support and balance a number of features for the allocation of memory blocks (Michael 2004; Lea 2010): F1. Minimize space by not wasting it, i.e. allocate as little memory as possible while keeping fragmentation low. F2. Minimize time and overhead by fast or even deterministic execution of related functions. F3. Maximize error detection or even avoid tasks to corrupt data by illegal access to foreign blocks. F4. Maximize tuneability to account for dynamic and task specific requirements like real-time operation. F5. Maximize portability and compatibility by using few but widely supported hardware and software features. F6. Minimize anomalies to support good average case performance when using default settings. F7. Maximize locality by neighboring related blocks, e.g. from the same task. F8. Avoid trivializing assumptions, making progress and success easy by imposing unreasonable restrictions.
Unfortunately, according to Wilson et al. (1995) , any allocator can face situations where continuous free memory is short while the total amount of free space would be sufficient to serve an allocation request. Especially for systems without MMU or virtual address space, a centralized heap re-organization by the memory manager is hard or even impossible then, since it lacks information about critical dependencies and the actual memory usage by the current owner tasks.
Thus, the use of dynamic memory is largely avoided for time or safety critical systems (Masmano et al. 2008) . For these, F1 and F2 must be extended to provide a spatial and temporal allocation guarantee, i.e. the knowledge about the allocator's worst case execution time (WCET). If not avoidable, real-time operating systems often support so called pools of fixed-size memory blocks (low external, high internal fragmentation) and constant allocator execution time-at least in case of success. In contrast, blocks of arbitrary size commonly provide more flexibility (less internal, more external fragmentation) at higher management effort, and might theoretically partition the usually small heap space more efficiently. Depending on the internal heap organization, four central techniques are commonly distinguished: Sequential fits, segregated free lists, buddy systems and bitmap fits. Since we focus primarily on real-time support and memory re-organization in case of allocation failures, we won't go into detail about these techniques, but refer to Masmano et al. (2008) , Puaut (2002), and Wilson et al. (1995) instead. In Puaut (2002) in particular, an analytical and quantitative evaluation of worst case allocation/deallocation times is presented. Based on worst case complexity analysis (pessimistic for hard real-time conditions) and real-world benchmarks (commonly less pessimistic for soft real-time conditions) they provide suggestions about which technique to use regarding the predictability aspect.
State of the art and extended feature requests
Though forced by the proceeding integration density of today's embedded systems, dynamic memory management is a rather new research area for time-critical applications, and was hardly considered for sensor/actor networks before this work. In 2004 (Masmano et al. 2004 ) presented one of the first allocators for real-time systems at all, and in 2009 (Ripoll et al. 2009 ) developed a framework providing both a temporal and a spatial guarantee for allocations.
In this work we focus on heap space management for dynamic memory allocation in RAM. For energy, cost, and size reasons of modern sensor nodes both data and code is typically stored in the on-chip RAM and ROM, and won't be loaded or stored in external memory. Thus, overlaying is largely irrelevant for the WSAN domain. It is quite similar with scratchpad techniques: While a scratchpad is a fast and compiler managed memory (Dominguez et al. 2005) , most deployed sensor node controllers offer just one type of RAM. Yet, the heap could also be placed in the scratchpad if available, and still be managed by our CoMem approach.
To gain a better overview on the existing work, we'll take a short look at the memory management concepts of some operating systems with real-time or embedded systems background.
Regarding general embedded systems, VxWorks (Windriver 2010 ) uses a bestfit memory allocator for reduced fragmentation, and short but indeterministic allocations delays. Since there is no support for demand paging, at least the memory access itself is always deterministic. To gain additional performance for real-time tasks, these share a separate memory space which is protected in case a MMU is available. QNX Neutrino (QNX 2010) applies a simple first-fit algorithm. While memory is entirely protected, swapping is not supported due to its unpredictable complexity. ChorusOS (Abrossimov et al. 1989 ) introduces a user level virtual memory approach. So called pagers allow the developer to provide code for an application specific memory management policy. However, the developer is responsible for coordinating all potential task interferences, and it is hard to reflect inherent OS concepts, like task priorities and timing constraints, into such pagers. FreeBSD (Project FreeBSD 2010) and the GNU libC use an adaptation of ptmalloc (Gloger 2010 ) which proved to be a good general-purpose allocator for allocation-intensive code. Internally, it maintains several memory arenas to reduce the chance for allocation conflicts, and creates new ones on-demand if a request finds all existing arenas locked.
While from these representatives only the first three claim to support hard realtime operation if their allocators are used properly, no operating system provides any means for handling sporadic memory shortage without swapping or task termination. In particular, since signaling mechanisms from the memory manager towards spurious tasks are missing entirely, not serviceable tasks must consequently be rejected independently from their relevance to the system. Even if task priorities are supported by the scheduler, they are not reflected by the allocators at all.
When considering WSAN operating systems their capabilities are even more reduced, and only few support dynamic memory for arbitrary use by application tasks at all: The popular TinyOS 2.x (Berkeley 2011) offers no native support for dynamic memory, but comes with an extension that supports a semi-dynamic pool approach in which a fixed number of blocks can be statically assigned to a task. At runtime, tasks can release their blocks to pools, and reallocate blocks as long as the initial number is not exceeded. Though this policy implicitly prevents out-of-memory conditions, and even data handover becomes possible, it also requires all memory requirements to be known at development time and stay reserved during the whole system runtime. Furthermore, the block sizes are fixed, and with decreasing size (i.e. increasing granularity) it becomes unlikely to receive a continuous amount of space or blocks for memory-intensive operations. Contiki (Dunkels et al. 2004 ) offers dynamic memory only for storing variables of dynamically loaded modules. Additional libraries provide a simple pool approach for fixed-size blocks, and an arbitrary size allocator with immediate and complete heap defragmentation after each deallocation. In SOS ) a block based first-fit scheme with 32 × 16, 16 × 32, 4 × 128 bytes is used to store module variables and messages. MantisOS (Bhatti et al. 2005 ) uses best-fit to allocate arbitrary size blocks for thread stacks and the networking subsystem only. In Min et al. (2007) a combination of sequential fits, segregated free lists and the buddy system is proposed for Nano-Qplus. SensorOS (Kuorilehto et al. 2007 ) supports a pool based approach for messages and a buddy system for blocks of any size. To find a suitable allocator for concrete WSN applications, SDMA (Teng et al. 2008 ) is comparable to the already mentioned work from (Puaut 2002) , and uses simulation for comparing several candidates by various metrics.
In general, static allocator selections will hardly be optimal and cannot be easily adapted in case of dynamic changes to the application code (Dunkels et al. 2004 ). Beside SensorOS, no OS provides the arbitrary use of dynamic memory for tasks. In particular, none provides any means for dynamic memory organization in case of time-critical sporadic requests or priority inversions, when low priority tasks block higher priority tasks by any memory allocation.
Thus we extend our feature requests as follows:
F9. Provide controlled memory re-organization in case of currently not grantable memory requests. F10. Comply to task priorities and handle priority inversions by privileged serving of high priority tasks. However, avoid prophylactical memory reservations since these might potentially starve low priority tasks. F11. Support real-time requests by providing spatial and temporal guarantees for time critical requests. Also provide an appropriate feasibility analysis.
To the best of our knowledge, no OS exists to support on-demand memory reorganization in small embedded systems without brute force methods like (energy intensive) swapping, memory revocation or task termination with possibly critical side effects. This is exactly where CoMem applies.
The CoMem approach
Reflection based task collaboration (Audsley et al. 2006 ) is a mighty tool to share resources on-demand and "upwards" along with the task priorities (Baunach 2009 ). We adapt the strengths and benefits for the special case of dynamic heap memory allocation where tasks may allocate any number of blocks with arbitrary sizes. By addressing the specific problems and the feature requests from Sect. 2, we'll now present the central idea, design and implementation decisions behind our new concept.
Dynamic hints for on-demand resource sharing
Our CoMem approach is generally based on dynamic hinting (Baunach 2009 ), a technique for collaborative sharing of arbitrary resources among prioritized and preemptive tasks. As central idea, dynamic hinting analyzes emerging task/resource conflicts at runtime and provides spurious (i.e. blocking) tasks with information about how they can help to improve the reactivity and progress of more relevant tasks. The combination with blocking based priority inheritance techniques-e.g. the basic Priority Inheritance Protocol (PIP) (Sha et al. 1990 )-reliably improves and stabilizes the overall system performance. Therefore, our approach reduces priority inversions, resource allocation delays, and even recovers from deadlocks where required. As central kernel components resource managers are commonly deeply involved into the scheduling policy to control and enforce the compliance of all system specifications. We want to take advantage of this tight relationship and treat each individual memory block as an ordinary system resource ( Fig. 1) . According to the PIP policy, a task t's active priority p(t) is raised to p(v) iff t blocks at least one other task v with truly higher active priority p(v) > p(t) by virtue of at least one so called critical resource. Only then, dynamic hinting immediately passes a hint indicating this priority inversion to t and 'asks' for releasing at least one critical resource quickly. While hints facilitate the on-demand release and handover of blocked resources, passing them is not trivial in preemptive systems, since from the blocker's view, this happens quasi-asynchronously and regardless of its current situation, task state or code position. Given that a blocking task can be in ready or even waiting state while a new blocking comes up, two techniques are relevant for our CoMem approach:
• Early Wakeup: When in waiting state, i.e. suspended by a function like sleep(deadline), t will immediately be scheduled again and transit to running state. The resumed function will return an indicator value to signal this special situation. The impact on the programming model is similar to exception handling in various programming languages: A task 'tries' to e.g. sleep or wait for an event but 'catches' an early wakeup to react on its blocking influences (Fig. 2a ).
• Hint Handler: When in ready state (i.e. just preempted by another task) a taskspecific hint handler is injected into t's execution. These handlers are also provided by the developer, but operate entirely transparent to the regular task. Similar to the CPU scheduler in preemptive kernels, hint handlers allow to operate literally nonpreemptive resources in a quasi-preemptive way (Fig. 2b) .
In both cases, hints are passed instantly and only when blocking really occurs. Since dynamic hinting is a reflective approach, hint handling always follows the same procedure: Query the critical resource r c and decide between following or ignoring the hint. Regarding the fact that further resources, task operations, and timing constraints might currently depend on the hinted resource r c , it is of particular importance that the task manages the temporary release and resumption since it has the most complete knowledge, and can adjust the required action most suitably, i.e. better than the central resource manager which should be relieved from maintaining too much management information on severely resource constrained embedded systems. Thus, according to many operating system specifications, resources are always exclusive and non-preemptive, and only the owner is authorized to instruct modifications.
Application example
Exemplified by an initially not satisfiable memory allocation, Fig. 1 shows some typical interactions within our modular concept to still grant the pending request in time: The task t 2 requests some heap memory directly from the memory manager . Though it specified an absolute deadline, it can not be served immediately due to a lasting memory shortage. However, the memory manager identifies a lower priority task t 1 with p(t 1 ) < p(t 2 ), which might help to relax the situation, and signals this option to the resource manager which is responsible for task synchronization. While t 2 remains blocked in suspended state, a hint is passed to t 1 , and hopefully triggers a task controlled heap re-organization . This can e.g. include the adaptation of referencing data structures, or the deactivation and reconfiguration of an autonomously operating on-chip DMA resource which would otherwise continue to access expired block addresses. Under guidance of the memory manager, this finally leads to sufficient space for serving and resuming t 2 . 
CoMem for dynamic memory allocation
Since memory is commonly a very scarce resource in small embedded systems, it needs to be shared among tasks to achieve a higher integration density for future, versatile systems and WSAN applications. This is already true, if some tasks run rather seldom and if a static memory allocation would leave valuable space unused for long periods. Nevertheless, rarely running tasks might also be subject to tight timing constraints and request memory only upon certain events (e.g. triggered by environmental interactions, see feature F4 and Sect. 5).
In this context, the first problem is priority inversion concerning such an request. Commonly, this term is used upon blocking on ordinary resources. However, the heap memory will become partitioned and fragmented during system runtime, and the number of (potentially disturbing) blocks is highly variable. In such cases an ordinary resource for managing mutually exclusive access is insufficient. Instead, so called virtual resources are frequently used to internally split the complete (and otherwise monolithic) memory for use by several tasks. As an example, Fig. 3a shows such a scenario: While the tasks t A , t B , t D hold memory blocks protected by the virtual resource r H , t C 's request cannot be satisfied, and we see a priority inversion originating from t A , t B towards t C .
Simply using e.g. PIP for raising p(t A ), p(t B ), and to potentially accelerate their deallocation, imposes some questions: Which one should be adapted? Raising just one blocking task might select the wrong one. Raising all blocking tasks means setting them to equal priorities p(t A ) = p(t B ) = P t C and leads to round-robin or run-tocompletion scheduling despite of intentionally different base priorities P t A ≤ P t B ≤ P t C . In fact, t C could be served if either lower prioritized task t A or t B would release or just relocate its memory block. Yet, in common approaches, tasks do not know about their spurious influences and thus cannot react adequately. In turn, developers tend to retry until the allocation succeeds.
Using e.g. plain C-functionality within preemptive systems would result in so called spinning loops calling malloc(), and cause the unintentional (and maybe infinite) blocking of lower prioritized tasks. If the underlying operating system supports timing control for tasks, spinning might be relaxed by periodic polling for free memory. While this would still cause significant CPU load upon high frequencies, it can potentially miss sufficiently large free memory areas upon long periods. Anyway, the memory manager does not know that a task t actually still waits for memory between two polls, and can neither serve t nor reserve memory. If supported, another load intensive option are lock-free methods as presented in Michael (2004) .
To minimize the CPU load by currently not serviceable tasks, our approach uses a task blocking malloc() function: It transfers the memory organization to the memory manager subsystem M, and suspends the task in case of a currently not satisfiable request. In turn, we have to (a) find a suitable strategy for the (on-demand) heap (re)organization, (b) limit the blocking to a certain timeout τ (as often requested and useful within reactive systems), (c) decide whether the memory manager subsystem M itself is a task (server), a kernel function (syscall), or if it operates entirely within the task contexts (library).
Let's start with point c. If the memory manager M has higher priority than ordinary application tasks, indirect priority inversion would still emerge from handling each request immediately and independently from the requester's priority. As Fig. 3b shows, this would allow a low priority task t L to implicitly slow down a higher priority task t H by simply calling malloc(). To avoid this problem, it is at least wise to design the memory manager as server task t M , and adapt its base priority P t M dynamically to the maximum active priority of all tasks it currently has to serve. To further reduce overhead in terms of task count, context switches, stack space, etc., we decided to execute the memory management functions entirely within the context of the calling tasks. In addition, this will implicitly treat the corresponding operations with adequate priority in relation to other tasks (→features F2, F4).
To allow temporally limited blocking (point b), we extended our malloc() function by a timeout parameter τ (Fig. 5 ). This way, we provide the memory management subsystem with information about how long we are willing to wait in worst case, and at the same time we supply a defined amount of time for a suitable re-organization of the heap space.
Regarding point a, the heap (re)organization policy is indeed a critical core element within all memory managers and was already considered in many ways, e.g. in Masmano et al. (2008) , Wilson et al. (1995) . Beside task termination, two elementary options exist and are also supported by CoMem:
• release memory blocks (e.g. dismiss or swap data)
• relocate memory blocks (e.g. for compaction)
For both, we need to discuss which blocks to select and how to treat them adequately with respect to their current owner task. Since our concept targets on respect-ing and enforcing the compliance to task priorities, only these blocks are considered for re-organization which belong to lower prioritized tasks and would lead to sufficient continuous space for serving higher prioritized requesters. If sufficient, relocation is less damaging and takes precedence over release while the latter is at least as effective.
It is important to notice once more, that revoking or moving memory without signaling this to the owner task is complicated or even impossible in most cases. Not even data structures which are just accessed relative to the block base addresses (like stacks) can simply be relocated: expired addresses might still reside in registers or CPU stages, then. Much worse, affected peripherals like e.g. DAC/ADC controllers can often not be updated automatically and would still transfer data from/to old sampling buffers. In such situations not even task termination and restart is a valid solution. Instead, this can only be handled by the owner task which has complete knowledge about the memory usage and all dependencies.
Thus, the central idea of CoMem is to inform those tasks which cause the denial of memory for higher prioritized tasks. Among these we first signal the one with lowest base address, and the capability to produce sufficient free space. Along with the hint, the requester's remaining timeout and active priority will also be passed to the blocking tasks, and can be used for their dynamic decision between following or ignoring the hint (→feature F4). More information can be found in Baunach (2009) . Furthermore, we advise the blockers whether releasing or relocating their memory blocks would solve this problem most suitably and thus account for the reactivity and progress of more relevant tasks. In case of collaboration, this triggers a self-controlled but on-demand heap re-organization by means of some helper functions like e.g. relocate() and free() from Fig. 5 . If a hint is rejected, it will cyclically be passed to the next appropriate task. 1 Before heading to the RT aspects, the technical details and the impact on the programming model, we'll summarize our design decisions while recalling feature F8:
1. Persisting allocations must not prevent further requests. Then, CoMem always knows about all system wide requirements and can generate adequate hints. 2. Extending malloc() by a timeout τ for limited waiting gives blocking tasks the time to react on a hint. 3. Executing the memory management functions directly within the callers' task contexts reduces overhead and implicitly reflects the task priorities.
Please note: As long as no MMU is available, our concept cannot protect memory against unauthorized access but only coordinates its exclusive sharing (→feature F3).
Hard real-time heap organization
So far we have introduced the basic concept behind our novel collaborative memory management approach. However, until now the acceptance of hints and the subsequent heap reorganization are neither guaranteed nor bounded in their execution time. While we'll already obtain remarkably low and task priority dependent memory allocation times without further efforts (→ Sect. 5), the worst case allocation times (WCAT) remain uncertain-a fact which is at most acceptable for non real-time or soft real-time operation.
In this section we present an extension for CoMem to support the reliable and efficient sharing of the valuable heap space among coexisting real-time and non realtime tasks with time-critical and non time-critical requests for arbitrary size blocks. Therefore our aim is twofold:
1. We do provide a spatial and temporal guarantee for time-critical requests-even in situations where the heap is filled up or faces a high load situation. 2. We largely avoid the prophylactic rejection of requests by non time-critical tasks as long as free space is available.
Both objectives can be enforced through CoMem if some specific information is available about the memory related timing constraints, and if we are ready to accept additional runtime effort resulting from a special adaptation of the allocator. The idea is based on static compile time contracts between the allocator and time critical tasks, as well as on dynamic runtime contracts between CoMem and non time-critical tasks: Without reserving the required space permanently, a static heap layout-the so called RT heap layout-is created for time-critical allocations (RT blocksM), to definitely avoid their mutual interference and deadline violation at runtime. Also at runtime, the allocator relies on the RT heap layout to save heap memory by co-locating non time-critical blocks (non-RT blocksM) in a way to ensure that an on-demand heap reorganization for freeing space at shared but potentially colliding addresses is temporarily bounded and below a co-located real-time task's block allocation timeout. In summary, this is achieved by maintaining some kind of safe state regarding the heap partitioning and the available timing information.
The static RT heap layout
The static RT heap layout is based on some information which is commonly available for hard real-time tasks anyway (e.g. through static code analysis): Initially we assume that the setM of allocatable RT blocks is known during the RT heap layout generation. For eachm ∈M we also refer to the acceptable WCAT as A(m) > 0, i.e. the value which will be used as timeout for malloc. Reflecting these timing constraints, the directed RT memory graph GM specifies the potential simultaneous allocations of RT blocks as follows: 
As an example Fig. 4a shows a setM = {â, . . . ,î} of RT blocks, for which each path in GM is partially ordered by its nodes' WCAT. 2 The next step is to generate the RT heap layout. To avoid spatially colliding requests for RT blocks (i.e. to support any valid allocation scenario for blocks inM), but to also obtain as large continuous areas of free memory as possible for non realtime tasks, we need yet another metric for placing the RT blocks efficiently. For each heap address x we define (x) as the minimal WCAT over all RT blocks spanning over x. (x) = ∞ if x is not reserved for anym ∈M:
Finally, the RT heap layout is created at system startup or compile-time according to two rules:
C1. No two different RT blocksm 1 ,m 2 ∈M with (m 1 ,m 2 ) ∈ α may span over a common heap address x. I.e. RT blocks must never interfere. C2. Reservations for the RT blocksM must be partially ordered by A(m) as follows:
∀ x≤y : (x) ≤ (y). I.e. the shorter A(m) the lowerm's base address.
Both is easily achieved in O(|M| log |M|) by sortingM by ascending A(m), and placing the RT blocks successively at the lowest address permitted by C1 and C2. While C1 already solves the memory allocation for the RT blocksM, we still have to show how C2 simplifies the allocator's dynamic placement algorithm for non-RT blocksM.
As an example Fig. 4b shows the statically generated RT heap layout for the RT memory graph from Fig. 4a . In contrast to e.g.f andî with (f ,î) ∈ α, the RT blocks a,b, andĝ can be placed at the same address since they won't be allocated simultaneously (but maybe alternately through synchronized tasks, or successively within a single loop). Though the RT block base addresses are fixed, the memory is not assigned statically but only reserved while being shared with non-RT blocks at runtime. 3
Placing non-RT blocks dynamically
WhileM must obviously be known during RT layout generation, 4 non-RT blocksM need not to be known then. However, to allow the emergence of hints toward blocking non-RT tasks at runtime, we assume a strict priority based separation between RT and non-RT tasks regarding their initial base priority P as defined by the developer:
where σ (m) denotes the requester or owner task of block m. Upon each allocation attempt, the requester σ (m) of a non-RT block must provide an individual contract offer by specifying the WCRT R(m) ∈ (0, ∞] of its hint handling routine for clearinǧ m (by either free or relocate). Since CoMem relies on this information, the specification of R(m) offers and accepts a contract at the same time. If R(m) is unknown, ∞ must be specified. The offer is negotiated by the memory manager, and allows an appropriate placement of the non-RT blocks: When considering some temporal overhead for the memory management itself, the lowest possible base address x min (m) for anym ∈M is
E.g.ň in Fig. 4b is placed at its lowest possible address x min (ň) = 10. Since however several non-RT blocks may share a RT block's reserved range (e.g.ǒ,ř,ĥ in Fig. 4b) , we have to be careful with such multiple co-locations. and select their base addresses as follows:
C3. Maintain a temporal and spatial safe state for RT blocks by placing anym ∈M at a base address x ≥ x min (m) so that the reserved space for any RT blockm ∈M can reliably be freed within A(m):
m∈M andm is co-located withm
This way, all potentially disturbing non-RT blocks can be removed on-demand for the guaranteed and timely success of any RT task's request. Since we placed the RT blocks according to C2, (3) holds, and the allocator can start to seek the required space at the highest heap address. Like forš,ť in Fig. 4b it might not even have to share memory with RT tasks then, but as soon as it needs to co-locate a non-RT blocǩ m ∈M with anym ∈M it can stop at address x min (m) at the latest.
If there is currently no space available form, the memory manager tries to hint and eliminate any other allocatedm ∈M with R(m ) + ≤ A(m) and lower owner priority. On success,m is allocated while C3 must still be followed to maintain the safe state. If an allocation is not possible within A(m), the request is rejected (timeout).
Heap size dimensioning
To ensure the feasibility of our approach, the total heap size s H must at least be sufficient for the RT blocks under C1 and C2. While the exact size requirementŝ H forM is known through the generated RT heap layout (ŝ H = 80 in Fig. 4b) , there is also a theoretical upper bound ŝ H . It can be computed by using the individual block sizes |m| as node weights in GM , and finding the longest acyclic path PM therein. Then,
In addition, some extra spaceš H should be reserved for those non-RT blocks which cannot be entirely co-located with RT blocks due to (3) and C3, respectively. At least for those blocksm ∈M with known size |m|, the still unallocatable fraction computes as
is the lower bound for the extra space. Finally,
must be chosen as minimal heap size to be sufficient in terms of (timely) allocations for all RT blocks, and to provide at least one suitable location for each non-RT block of known size. Still, allocations can never be granted at all for non-RT blocks. For Fig. 4a , PM =â,ĉ,d,ê,ĥ with ŝ H = |PM | = 80. The RT heap layout in Fig. 4b also requiresŝ H = 80. Thus, s H ≥ŝ H +š H = 80 + u(š) = 80 + 10 = 90 must be selected. Since we provided s H = 100, the allocator was able to place (the chronologically last request)ť at base address 90; with s H = 90,ť could not have been allocated sinceâ is already located at address 0. Beside, if e.g.ĥ will be requested later, bothǒ andř will be removed in time since according to (4) R(ǒ) + R(ř) + 2 = 50 ≤ 60 = A(ĥ). Likewise,ň will be removed in time for the request of any RT block c,d,ê,f , orî.
CoMem implementation and usage
This section presents the implementation details about our novel memory management approach. The basic idea behind CoMem might be applied as integral concept for many (embedded) real-time operating systems if these support truly preemptive and prioritized tasks plus a timing concept that allows temporally limited resource requests. For our reference implementation we extended SmartOS (Baunach et al. 2007 ) since it fulfills these requirements. As requested by feature F5, it offers quite common characteristics, and thus is a good representative for the adaptation of similar systems. Beyond, it is also available for several MCU architectures like MSP430, AVR and SuperH.
SmartOS overview
The SmartOS kernel maintains a local system time and allows temporally limited waiting for events and resources with a certain (relative) timeout or (absolute) deadline. This way, tasks may react on resource allocation failures and event imponderabilities without blocking the whole system. Each task t has its individual and dynamic base priority P t and an active priority p(t) when using PIP for resource sharing. In general, each task may wait for at most one event or resource at the same time but it may hold several resources simultaneously. Allocation and deallocation orders are always arbitrary and independent. Apart from the CPU, resources are always treated as non-preemptive and will never be withdrawn. Once assigned, each owner task is responsible for releasing its resources. For on-demand resource handover, dynamic hinting was integrated as presented in Baunach (2009) and Sect. 3.1.
CoMem implementation details
Next, we'll show how to achieve our design considerations from Sect. As shown in Listing 1, each MCB takes 7 machine words in RAM. Since we want tasks be informed immediately if they block a higher priority task due to a dynamic memory allocation, we can simply use the dynamic hinting concept for this. Indeed, we associate one SmartOS resource-a so called broker resource-with each allocated memory block and implicitly obtain two important advantages:
1. We adapt the underlying resource management policy (e.g. PIP) for the memory management: All system resources and memory blocks are treated in the same way and respect the task priorities equally. 2. CoMem can be implemented as library and does not produce additional overhead within the kernel. 3. We create a communication link from the memory manager back to the owners of allocated blocks.
In general, CoMem is a two layer approach consisting of collaboration and allocation. Figure 5 shows the central code of the collaboration concept. Since it calls an interface compatible allocator internally, even variable allocation strategies and real-time metrics can be used.
Though CoMem is initially independent from the used allocator, we use a simple first fit scheme to study the effectiveness of our collaborative approach. In contrast to many other approaches which maintain a list of free memory areas (Bhatti et al. 2005) , our allocator uses a linked list of MCBs for currently allocated blocks. Internally, this Memory Control List (MCL) is sorted by base addresses and thus allows linear scanning for continuous free areas of sufficient size for new requests. Furthermore, it implicitly also provides the 'automatic coalescing' of free areas without any additional efforts. Though other data structures might scale better for many simultaneous allocations, a simple list's low complexity is in line with the typically weak sensor nodes and still provided good performance within our testbeds. In fact, allocated blocks must be scanned anyway to select one for re-organization in case of insufficient free space. Complexity: O(n), where n is the number of currently allocated blocks. For non-RT blocks, malloc() requires four parameters:
• An MCB m for managing the block. Since MCBs are supplied by the tasks as required, the CoMem library needs not to reserve a fixed number in advance.
• The WCRT R for hint handling.
• The requested block size s.
• A timeout τ for limited waiting in case of currently insufficient continuous free space.
Internally, malloc(...) loops until the request succeeds or the timeout is reached (Line 4): Initially each retry attempts to insert the new block into the MCL (first-fit, L5) while always considering C3. On success (Line 7), the corresponding broker-resource b m is locked by the caller and we are done. Since b m belongs to the block owner σ (m) then, it is sufficient for another task with higher priority to request this very resource if it is blocked by σ (m).
Indeed, this is exactly what happens if sufficient space is not available but a disturbing memory block m was found (Line 11). By the resource request (Line 12), PIP adapts the active priority p(σ (m )) of the blocking owner σ (m ). If dynamic hinting is enabled, the resource manager immediately passes a hint to σ (m ) to indicate its disturbing influence. If σ (m ) reacts by releasing/relocating its block m before the timeout τ has expired, it also releases m b temporarily (free():L3, relocate():L4) to indicate the changed memory situation and to trigger a new retry for m. If no spurious task/block was found (Line 14), malloc() waits for the next modification to the heap space. Again, one more retry is triggered if there is still some time left. If the timeout has expired, malloc() stops and returns 0 to indicate the failure (Line 18).
The remaining problem is how to reasonably select a blocking MCB m for generating a hint on. While scanning the MCL for free space (Line 5), we search for two types of MCBs: The first would at least produce the requested space if it was relocated and the other one if it would be released entirely. In consequence, m advice will be set to either relocate or release while the first takes precedence and the corresponding block with the lowest priority owner is selected for hinting. Thus, along with the hint, its owner also receives the advice for a suitable reaction. When considering the blocked task, a release is always at least as effective as a relocation.
For any RT blockm, its size s, base address and allocation timeout τ = A(m) is fixed within the RT heap layout. Then, the reserved dedicated space is also cleared by dynamic hints and finally assigned to the caller. If all WCRTs of the affected non-RT tasks are held, the hard timeout τ is also safe.
Finally, free() and relocate() are rather simple: free(m) simply removes the specified MCB m from the MCL and releases the broker resource b m . Finally, it triggers the corresponding event to indicate the MCL update. relocate(m) seeks a new location for the supplied block m (cyclic next-fit) by which more continuous free space becomes available (Line 3). If requested, it also moves the data. Finally, it temporarily releases its own broker-resource b m (Lines 4/5) and triggers an event (Line 6) to resume waiting tasks. For subsequent address updates by the caller, the data shift is returned in bytes.
Real-world applications and test beds
To analyze our collaborative heap management concept of combining temporally limited memory requests, on demand heap re-organization and the priority inheritance protocol, we implemented CoMem as described.
We used SmartOS for the Texas Instrument's MSP430 (Texas Instruments Inc. 2006) family of microprocessors, since these are found on a large variety of sensor nodes. Requiring 4 + 1 kB of ROM and 40 + 16 B of RAM for the whole OS kernel and the CoMem library, the typically small memory of sensor nodes was considered carefully to leave sufficient space for the actual application. Our test scenarios were executed on SNOW 5 sensor nodes (Baunach et al. 2006 ) with an MSP430F1611 For detailed performance analysis at runtime, we used the integrated SmartOS timeline with a resolution of 1 µs.
For the additional evaluation of the used allocator we applied a novel metric, the so called fragmentation penalty X (P ) , to analyze the quality of a given heap fragmentation. Though the general CoMem concept is initially independent from the applied allocator (→ Fig. 5 ), we expected that some approaches might suit better than the classical first-fit strategy which we apply currently: According to Johnstone and Wilson (1998) most allocators would suffer from almost no fragmentation when using well-known policies like best-fit, first-fit and next-fit.
A partitioning P of a heap H with total size |H | > 0 consists of a finite but dynamic set of n disjunctive memory areas b 1 , . . . , b n with size |b i | > 0. Since the MCL list from Sect. 4.2 supports the automatic coalescing of free areas, we define the sets of allocated and unallocated areas as A(P ) := {b ∈ P | b is allocated} , and
When considering an average block size |b| av for the allocations within a certain application, the heap's average fragmentation penalty X(P ) is the number of average sized blocks, which could only be allocated if the current placement of already allocated blocks would be perfect. 5 Therefore, we first consider the individual local penalty for each free memory area: It is the fraction of an average sized block which would not completely fit inside, if the area was filled up with such blocks. Consequently, X(P ) is the sum of all local penalties for each free area b ∈ U(P ), reduced by the constant heap bias which is the penalty for an entirely unallocated heap:
heap bias } Figure 6 gives an example: The depicted heap can hold 12.5 blocks of average size and thus has a bias of 0.5. The free areas within the upper partition can hold 2.5, 0.5, and 2.5 blocks of average size, and thus put a penalty of 0.5 each. In consequence, the stack could hold X(P ) = 1 more such blocks, if the fragmentation was optimal.
Obviously, pool based approaches with unique block sizes |b| = |b| av (lower partition) provide a constant fragmentation with X(P ) = 0. In addition, any X(P ) < 1 can be considered optimal, since not even one more block could be allocated in case of a perfect partitioning.
Dynamic memory stress test
The first scenario analyzes our approach under extreme conditions with n tasks t 0 , . . . , t n−1 and many concurrent memory requests. For this test we omitted dedicated RT blocks to study the performance under arbitrary allocations by tasks without detailed timing specifications (see feature F6). Instead, we simply assigned ascending base priorities P t i = i, and each task executed the same code repeatedly: (1) sleep, (2) request dynamic memory, (3) operate on the memory, (4) release the memory.
The duration s of step (1), the operation time c for step (3) and the size of the requested memory blocks were randomized for each iteration. This way, we obtained significant heap space fragmentation and task blocking which needed handling at runtime. Though we specified infinite timeouts τ and WCRTs R for allocation, each task measured the execution time δ of malloc() and logged its minimum, maximum and average allocation delays δ min , δ max , δ av . Furthermore, it registered the number of iterations and received hints, as well as the current fragmentation penalty.
For comparing the allocation delays in relation to the task priorities, we applied two non-collaborative and two collaborative policies P1-P4: P1. Classic: We omitted the request for a blocking task's broker resource during malloc() (Line 12). Instead we always waited for heap modifications (Line 15) if no continuous space was found. This avoided PIP, hints and the chance for collaborative memory sharing entirely and is comparable to many common approaches. P2. PIP only: We implemented malloc() as shown in Fig. 5 but simply ignored the emerging hints. Though a blocking task did not collaborate explicitly then, its active priority was at least raised to the priority of the task it blocked and it received CPU time for step (3) more quickly. P3. Hint Handlers: This time, each task supplied a hint handler for immediate injection into its own execution flow when blocking a higher prioritized task. This simulates blocking while in ready/preempted state. P4. Early Wakeup: Finally, the tasks did sleep while holding a memory block. Yet, they were resumed immediately when blocking a higher prioritized task. This simulates blocking while in waiting/suspended state.
For collaboration under P3 and P4, a task t L treated its hints as follows: First, t L stopped the operation on its memory block. Depending on the advice from the CoMem subsystem, t L either called free() or relocate(). As intended, this caused the immediate allocation success and the scheduling of a directly blocked task t H with higher priority. This is always true since t H then held the highest priority of all tasks in ready state and t L did let t H 'pass by'. When scheduled again, t L tried to continue or restart its operation quickly. In case of relocate it reused the shifted block. In case of free it re-requested a new block of the old size. Please note that We configured the test bed using several task counts n, timings s and c , heap sizes s H , and randomized block sizes s B under the policies described above. Since the results always showed similar main characteristics, we just present the analysis for n = 10 tasks, block sizes s B ∈ {32, 64} words, heap sizes s H ∈ {320, 480, 640} words, s ∈ [0.2, 1.0] s, and c ∈ [1.0, 5.0] s. Each setup was executed for 10 min.
As expected, all allocations succeeded immediately when sufficient heap space s H = 640 words was available to serve all requests even in the worst case. Though static memory assignments would suit much better then, we did this cross-check to see if the influence on the CPU load is already observable: Indeed, while the hint count remained 0, the average allocation delay already settled around δ av = 280 µs for each task and policy. In comparison, the best case execution time of malloc() (only one task and immediate success without preemption) was δ BC = 226 µs.
Selecting s H := 10 × 32+64 2 = 480 words (the required heap size for the average case) already shows the benefits of our collaborative approach (Fig. 7a) . While the non-collaborative policies deliver almost uniform average allocation delays around 161 ms (P1) and 69 ms (P2), both do not reflect the tasks' intended base priorities at all. In contrast, using hints manages to reliably signal tasks about their spurious influence and allows them to react adequately. Considering the average and maximal allocation delays, the task priorities are visibly reflected by both collaborative policies P3 and P4. By following their hints, low priority tasks obviously allow higher priority tasks to achieve short allocation delays. Compared to P1 and P2, not even t 0 suffers from significantly increased delays, while several high priority tasks are very close to the achievable best case of δ BC = 226 µs, now. In average, δ av roughly improved by factors 11 and 5, respectively.
Reducing s H := 10 × 32 = 320 words increases competition and allocation delays to be even more demanding (→Fig. 7b). Still, the different task priorities are not visible for P1. In this regard, the sole PIP showed slight improvements for P2 under this heavy load. However, their average allocation delay increased by factor 7 and even 23, respectively. Since blocking occurs more often now, the hint count also increases significantly for the collaborative policies. Yet, these still manage to serve tasks according to their intended relevance: The two most important ones still achieve an average delay of δ av ≈ 1 µs while even the lowest prioritized ones are still at least as reactive as with the non-collaborative approaches. Again, similar results are also visible for δ max , which is quite notable and of particular relevance for worst case considerations.
Considering the iteration count for each task, Fig. 8a shows only little relation to the task priorities. Apparently, the heap is sufficiently large for the given task set. Again, reducing the heap size in Fig. 8b boosts the competition among the tasks, and leads to a clearly visible reflection of the task priorities when using our collaboration approach in P3 and P4: In fact, we receive a higher average and total number of iterations within the overall system. Considering the average fragmentation penalty, Fig. 8a exhibits a slight jitter when using our novel strategy with the larger heap. Nevertheless, the average values are comparable to the non-collaborative approaches. The maximum values however, are better by far, and definitely reflect the task priorities (though it is not visible in the diagram, the maximum values for P1 and P2 reached values of up to 2.6 for X(P )). While the just mentioned jitter is significantly reduced for the smaller heap in Fig. 8b , the average values are still almost equal (with slightly better results for the collaborative strategies). Again, the maximal penalty is only reduced along with rising tasks priorities when using collaboration. As a conclusion to this evaluation, we can see that the first-fit strategy is a good choice for CoMem: in most cases, not even one more block of average size would have fit into the remaining free space (X(P ) < 1) if the partitioning had been optimal. Conversely, the first-fit scheme profits from our concept, since higher priority tasks face less fragmentation in the average case.
This testbed addressed allocation delays for dynamic memory in case of sporadic requests and varying task priorities. We pointed out that dynamic dependencies (via broker resources) between blocking and blocked tasks can already reduce these delays in general and account for the specific task priorities in particular. While PIP already showed rudimentary success for heavy load situations, hints boosted this effect significantly. They even allowed almost best case delays for high priority (and maybe real-time) tasks though special RT specifications were omitted. The second testbed considers a problem from one of our real-world projects. The infrastructure of the ultrasound based indoor vehicle tracking system SNoW Bat (Baunach 2010a) comprises several static anchors as references for the applied localization algorithms. These anchors run six preemptive tasks for several software modules (radio communication, sensor reading, etc.). Two tasks are exceptionally memory intensive: t US performs the ultrasound chirp detection, recording and processing for e.g. time-of-flight calculation. Each time it uses a capture compare unit to trigger an ADC/DMA combination which in turn samples the chirp signal into a buffer of 4 kB. Then, a DSP algorithm operates on the sampled data. In parallel, each node runs a task t RC for remote node management and software updates. Compared to other parts of the system, this service is rarely used. But as soon as a new firmware image (max. 48 kB for an MSP430) is announced via radio, t RC requests n × 256 B of RAM and successively fills this buffer with image fragments received by radio. Then, the buffer is transferred to an external flash memory (block size: 256 B). This is repeated until the entire image was received. For optimizing the data rate and energy consumption, n should be as large as possible. This reduces frequent switching of the SPI-communication between MCU and radio or flash as well as the spacing delay between successive radio packets. Further, the external flash consumes less time and energy when accessed less frequently but for longer burst writes. In fact we use n = 20 and thus require 5 kB for the buffer.
From the 10 kB of the controller's RAM, the kernel and tasks require about 4 kB of static memory. The remaining 6 kB can be used as heap space. Thus, the chirp sampling bufferm US (4 kB) and the image data bufferm RC (5 kB) must dynamically share their memory. In fact, aborting or even missing a chirp detection is not that critical: The node will be available for later measurements and other nodes are still available, too. Yet, missing an image fragment is highly critical indeed! Though some safety strategies are applied, an incomplete reception causes expensive retransmissions and write accesses to the external flash. Thus, t RC imposes a hard upper bound A(m RC ) for its memory allocation delay.
This real-time demand can easily be solved with our CoMem approach: Since t US requires its buffer quite frequently (up to 3 Hz) but tries to limit the overhead for frequent re-initialization, it allocates the memory at system start and configures the DSP process and DMA controller according to the assigned base address. Since t RC is more time-critical, it receives a higher base priority P t RC > P t US . As soon as t RC requests dynamic memory, CoMem immediately passes a hint to t US . If the sampling bufferm US is currently not in use, it is simply released to serve t RC quickly. Otherwise, t US initiates an untimely but controlled abortion of the current measurement. In particular, this includes adequate handling of active ADC and DMA operations. Since CoMem implicitly applies PIP, it raises p(t US ) := P t RC while t RC blocks on its allocation request. After the memory deallocation, PIP will reduce p(t US ) := P t US < P t RC again and t RC is served and scheduled promptly. In turn, t US will re-request its sampling memory as soon as possible for further measurementsand will receive it when t RC has completed the image reception. Table 1 shows the results for t RC 's worst case allocation delays. If t US would only release its memory after each complete measurement, t RC would be blocked for δ max ≈ 141.3 ms in worst case. Using hints from our CoMem approach allows an almost immediate memory handover which is just limited by some overhead and the required time for aborting any currently running operation. Static analysis of the handler code revealed R(m US ) ≈ 1.3 ms. Thus, we declaredm RC as RT memory block as described in Sect. 3.3. According to (3), A(m RC ) ≥ R(m US )+ = 1.3 ms+ 0.226 ms also bounds the minimal tolerable delay between image announcement and the first fragment. Finally, we selected = 3 ms and the hard timeout τ = 2 ms = A(m RC ) ≥ 1.526 ms. Indeed, we observed δ max ≤ 1.351 ms during our tests and no timeout violation was detected. According to (7), s H = |m RC | + 0 = 5 kB was sufficient.
This test bed showed, that CoMem allows tasks to coordinate sporadic and timecritical memory requirements without explicit communication. In fact, a blocking task not even needs to know which task it blocks. Our approach provides sufficient information (via hints) and adequate task priorities (via PIP) to allow tasks an reflective resolution of their blocking influence. Beside the advantage of time aware on-demand memory handover in sporadic real-time systems, termination and reconfiguration of dependent resources (e.g. ADC and DMA) or subsystems (e.g. DSP) is limited to a minimum.
Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, we introduced our novel CoMem approach for collaborative memory sharing among preemptive tasks in reactive systems. We showed, that CoMem can help to improve and stabilize the overall system performance by optimizing memory allocation delays. Apart from F3 (protection) and F7 (locality) it also considers most feature requests from Sect. 2, most notably F9-F11. In particular, individual task base priorities are considered carefully to keep each task's progress and reactivity close to its intended relevance. By analyzing emerging task/memory conflicts at runtime, we provide spurious tasks with information about how to reliably reduce the blocking of more relevant tasks. Following these hints allows tasks to collaborate implicitly without explicit knowledge of each other. This even reduces priority inversions and achieves memory allocation delays which are mainly limited by the pure handover overhead.
As a reflective concept, CoMem allows individual tasks to decide dynamically between collaborative or egoistic behavior with respect to their current conditions and other tasks' requirements. Thus, we initially can not guarantee any time allocation limits since these highly depend on the behavior of the blocking tasks. To still support hard allocation timeouts for RT tasks even if these share the heap with non-RT tasks in open systems, we introduced a special RT heap layout based on static timing specifications.
The test beds and the integration of our novel concept into the real-time operating system SmartOS showed, that the effective use of prioritized tasks for creating reactive open systems is even feasible on small embedded devices like sensor nodes: High priority tasks almost achieved the theoretical best case reactivity while low priority tasks did hardly lose performance. Even if used sparsely, our approach always proved to be better compared to non-collaborative operation. Though a well-thought application design still remains elementary, compositional software is already facilitated. In general, our approach is not necessarily limited to sensor/actor networking but may also extend other embedded systems.
Up to now, CoMem was only analyzed for a simple first-fit allocator using a twostage replacement and hint generation scheme in case of memory shortage. While stage one considers priorities only, stage two considers WCRT contracts. Although the first-fit strategy showed quite acceptable fragmentation penalties in Sect. 5.1, one option to further improve the overall memory management performance might be the implementation of adapted allocators to reduce the chance of collisions for high priority tasks. Depending on the application design and system state, lock-free methods like (Berger et al. 2000) and pool based approaches might also yield various advantages but will certainly lead to entirely different hint generation. Maybe, an off-line evaluation of various policies like in Teng et al. (2008) might also help to better reflect application specifications.
Regarding the collaboration concept itself, which is the main contribution of CoMem, the adaptation of time-utility-functions to more application and system specific factors, like remaining timeouts and allocation frequencies, might also push the collaboration on the blocker side. In particular, programming-by-contract, as used for the RT heap layout, will be extended for other relevant requirements. A completely different area is the application and evaluation of CoMem for shared memory in multi-core systems (Ohara et al. 2008; Easwaran and Andersson 2009) , where blocking may induce hints between the subsystems. Just like in the software domain, runtime collaboration is also hardly known there.
